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Abstract. Specification and verification of real-time systems are important re-
search topics with crucial applications; however, the so-called state space ex-
plosion problem often prevents model checking to be used in practice for large
systems. In this work, we present a self-contained toolkit to analyze real-time sys-
tems specified using event-recording automata (ERAs), which supports system
modeling, animated simulation, and fully automatic compositional verification
based on learning techniques. Experimental results show that our tool outper-
forms the state-of-the-art timed model checker.

1 Introduction

Ensuring the correctness of safety-critical systems with timing requirements is crucial
and challenging. Model checking is emerging as an effective verification method and
has been widely used for timed system. However, model checking suffers from the
infamous state space explosion problem, and the problem is even graver in timed model
checking because of the timed transitions.

To alleviate this problem, we proposed an automatic learning-based compositional
verification framework for timed systems (cf. technical repoert [7]). We focus on timed
systems that are modeled by event-recording automata (ERAs) [1], which is a deter-
minizable class of timed automata. ERAs are as powerful as timed transition systems
and are sufficiently expressive to model many interesting timed systems. The proposed
framework consists of a compositional verification based on the non-circular assume-
guarantee (AG-NC) proof rule [9] and uses a learning algorithm, TL* [8], to automati-
cally generate timed assumptions for assume-guarantee reasoning (AGR).

Our engineering efforts realize the proposed techniques into a self-contained toolkit
for analyzing real-time systems, which is built as the ERA module (can be downloaded

� This work is mainly supported by TRF Project “Research and Development in the Formal
Verification of System Design and Implementation” from Temasek Lab@National Univer-
sity of Singapore; partially supported by project IDG31100105/IDD11100102 from Singapore
University of Technology and Design, project MOE2009-T2-1-072 from School of Comput-
ing@National University of Singapore, and Merlion Project R-252-000-482-133.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the ERA Module in PAT
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Fig. 2. Models and property of the I/O system

at [6]) in the PAT model checker [10]. Fig. 1 shows the architecture of our tool, which
consists of four components, namely the editor, the parser, the simulator and verifiers.
The editor is featured with a powerful graphic drawing component that allows users to
design system models and specify properties by drawing ERAs. The editor also sup-
ports syntax highlighting, intellisense, and undo/redo functionality such that designers
can efficiently model the systems. The parser compiles both the system models and
the properties (in the form of ERAs) into internal representations for simulation and
verification. The simulator allows users to perform various simulation tasks on the in-
put model such as user interactive simulation, trace replay and so on. Most importantly,
compositional verification is fully automated for safety properties specified using ERAs.
To the best of our knowledge, our tool is the first one supporting fully automatic compo-
sitional verification for timed systems. Our tool also supports the traditional monolithic
approach that generates the global state space based on zone abstraction. Users can
choose to use either the monolithic or our compositional approach inside the verifica-
tion interface. If the verification result is false, counterexamples will be produced and
can be visualized using the simulator. Experimental results (Section 3) show that our
tool of compositional verification for real-time systems outperforms traditional timed
monolithic approaches in many cases.

2 Compositional Verification of ERAs

An event-recording automaton (ERA) is a special case of timed automaton where each
event a on a transition is associated with a corresponding event-recording clock xa

recording the time elapsed since the last occurrence of event a. Each event-recording
clock xa is implicitly and automatically reset when a transition with event a is taken.

Fig. 2 gives an I/O system with two components, INPUT and OUTPUT, modeled
by ERAs. The pairs of event-recording clocks and the corresponding events are xi :
input, xs : send, xo : output, and xa : ack. The model of the INPUT component is
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Fig. 3. GUI of the PAT Model Checker

shown in Fig. 2 (a). It performs an input event within one time unit once it receives an
ack event from OUTPUT. Subsequently, it performs a send event to notify OUTPUT
and waits for another ack event from OUTPUT. The model of OUTPUT is shown in
Fig. 2 (b), which is similar to INPUT. The system property ϕ, as shown in Fig. 2 (c),
is that input and output events should alternate and the time difference between every
two consecutive events should not exceed five time units. Fig. 3 shows the INPUT
component modeled in PAT, where a double circle represents the initial state and a state
labeled with “A” represents an accepting state.

The flow of the proposed timed compositional verification is a two-phase process
using the TL∗ algorithm [8] to automatically learn the timed assumption needed by
AGR. The first, untimed verification, phase constructs the untimed assumption, and then
the second, timed verification, phase refines the untimed assumption into timed one and
concludes the verification result. The flow is complete, i.e., users are guaranteed to get
the verification result. Interested readers are referred to the technical report [7]. After
verification, PAT shows that the I/O system satisfies the property ϕ.

3 Experimental Results and Discussion

To show the feasibility and scalability of our tool, we present verification results of four
different applications, namely the CSS, GSS, FMS, and AIP systems, in Table 1. The
details of the four systems, their models, and the verified properties can be found in [6].
The experimental results were obtained by running PAT on a Windows 7 machine with
a 2.27 GHz Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 processor and 4 GB RAM. We also compared our
approach with the UPPAAL model checker [11]; however, we do not list the verifica-
tion time of UPPAAL for verifying the AIP system because UPPAAL does not support
events on transitions such that the AIP system cannot be modeled in UPPAAL. When
the system size is small, compositional approach does not outperform monolithic ver-
ification or UPPAAL because of the overhead of learning iterations; when the number
of components increases, the learning iterations compensate for the large global state
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Table 1. Verification Results

Monolithic Compositional UPPAAL
System n |CΣ| |P�|=| |L|max |δ|max Time Mem |L|max |δ|max Time Mem Time

|P | (secs) (MB) (secs) (MB) (secs)
CSS 3 6 0/6 11 20 0.03 0.16 19 50 0.06 0.77 0.05
GSS 3 3 2/3 29 46 0.03 0.13 56 107 0.03 0.69 0.06

FMS-1 5 3 1/3 193 514 0.03 1.18 60 138 0.03 0.89 0.08
FMS-2 10 6 3/6 76, 305 396, 789 40.71 114.08 1, 492 4, 952 0.66 6.60 2.05
FMS-3 11 6 5/7 201, 601 1, 300, 566 70.02 295.89 3, 150 16, 135 1.14 12.07 9.87
FMS-4 14 8 3/9 − − − ROM 26, 320 127, 656 51.02 41.41 ROM

AIP 10 4 5/10 104, 651 704, 110 78.05 149.68 2, 992 12, 971 1.90 7.39 N/A

n: # of components; |CΣ|: # of event-recording clocks; |P |: # of properties; |P�|=|: # of violated properties; |L|max:
# of visited locations during verification; |δ|max: # of visited transitions during verification; ROM: run out of memory

space and compositional approach can reduce the verification time and the memory us-
age significantly. For the FMS-4 system, the monolithic approach and UPPAAL cannot
even finish the verification using 4 GB memory.

Discussion. AGR has been applied to model checking to alleviate the state space ex-
plosion problem [3]. However, the construction of the assumptions for AGR usually re-
quires nontrivial creativity and experience, which limits the impact of AGR. Cobleigh
et al. [4] proposed a framework that generates the assumptions of components automati-
cally using the L∗ algorithm [2]. This work was a breakthrough of automating composi-
tional verification for untimed systems. Grinchtein et al. [5] proposed three algorithms
for learning ERAs; however, the time complexity of the algorithms depend exponen-
tially on the largest constant appearing in the time constraints. In [8], we proposed a
more efficient polynomial time algorithm, TL∗, for learning ERAs. Starting from 2010,
ERA module in PAT has come to a stable stage with solid testing. We successfully
applied it to verify real-time systems ranging from classical concurrent algorithms to
real world problems. In the future, we plan to use different techniques to generate the
assumptions and to extend the framework using other proof rules of AGR.
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